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In this study we propose a robust vortex model for time-
dependent vortex shedding at separation locations and
trailing edge. The model, which is able to capture flow
separation and reattachment phenomena, aims at im-
proving a previously developed a multiple-wake vortex
lattice model [1], which could not describe flow reattach-
ment phenomena on suction and pressure surfaces.

Starting frompotential theory the two-dimensional Lead-
ing Edge Inflatable (LEI) kite airfoil is discretized by sev-
eral straight panels with point vortices at quarter chord
point of each panel. A constant-strength vortex panel
is shed at each separation location and is convected in
the next time step as vortex blob without change in its
strength for further time steps. The circulation is defined
as a closed line integral of the tangential velocity compo-
nent around the fluid element.
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∮
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Considering a closed line integral around the separation
panel, as described in Katz [2], applying the above equa-
tion, we get
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and ΓSs,ΓSp are separated wake strengths defined using
above formulation on suction and pressure sides respec-
tively.

U∞

2D LEI kite airfoil discretized into straight panels with vorticity
placed at quarter chord point.

Together, the Np bound vortex strengths ΓSp, as well as
ΓSs and ΓW , give Np + 3 unknowns. The boundary con-
ditions are no flow penetration through the surface (ap-
plied at three-quarter chord point on each panel) and
the vorticity shed during the time step at separation lo-
cations, along with Kelvin-Helmholtz theorem, form Np +
3 boundary conditions. Circulations obtained from it-
erative solution scheme are post processed using time-
dependent Bernoulli’s equation for momentary pressure
distribution.
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